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The aim of this commentary is to discuss in
a rehabilitation perspective the Cochrane Review
“Flexibility exercise training for adults with
fibromyalgia” by Kim et al.,[1] under the direct
supervision of Cochrane Musculoskeletal Group.
This Cochrane Corner is produced in agreement
with the Turkish Journal of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation by Cochrane Rehabilitation.

United States and 8.8% in Turkey. Worldwide, the
estimated prevalence of fibromyalgia based on previous
diagnostic criteria is 2.7%, including 4.1% females and
1.4% males. Following the modified 2010 ACR criteria
for fibromyalgia, the prevalence of fibromyalgia in the
United Kingdom has increased from 1.7 to 5.4%. With
these more recent criteria, gender ratios have reduced
from 13.7:1 to 2.3:1.[1]

Background: Fibromyalgia (FM) is a chronic
syndrome with generalized pain, fatigue, sleep
disturbances, and cognitive dysfunction with
unknown etiology.[2] The most popular classification
criteria were described by Yunus et al in 1990 which
included widespread pain for at least three months
and the existence of tenderness at least 11 of 18 points
on the body.[3] American College of Rheumatology
(ACR) 2010 criteria was defined the widespread pain
index (WPI), and the symptom severity scale (SSS).
In 2011, ACR 2010 criteria was modified by allowing
it as a self-report diagnostic tool. Final revision
was reported in 2016 and added the definition of
generalized pain, like as having pain in four of the
five painful body regions.[4]

Fibromyalgia has many symptoms that vary from
person to person. Signs and symptoms reported by
more than 25% of fibromyalgia patients include;
widespread pain, fatigue, morning stiffness, headache,
paresthesia, sleep disturbance, subjective swelling, dry
mouth, loss of libido, irritable bowel, dysmenorrhea,
joint hypermobility, temporomandibular joint
dysfunction, dermographism, Raynaud's phenomenon,
and reticular discoloration of the skin.[4]

Based on diagnostic criteria, available estimates
of the prevalence of fibromyalgia 2-3% in Canada
0.4% in Greece and 0.6% in Thailand to 6.4% in the

Management of FM includes both pharmacological
and non-pharmacological treatments with a
multidisciplinary approach.[1,4] The majority of
non-pharmacologic treatments consist of exercise
training.[1] Exercise improves the stress, muscle
strength, endurance and posture.[4] The effectiveness of
aerobic exercise was shown with a moderate evidence
before whereas there is still conflict on flexibility
exercises.
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American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)
defined that, “flexibility exercise training is a type of
exercise that focuses on improving or maintaining the
range of motion in muscles and joint structures by
holding or stretching the body in specific positions”
in 2013. Low levels of flexibility have been associated
with postural problems, pain, injuries, decreased
local vascularization, and increased neuromuscular
tensions. In fact, flexibility training programs have
been used to improve a person's well-being and as a
tool for symptom management in different clinical
populations such as those with major depressive
disorders.[1]

number of participants who withdrew or dropped
out. Tenderness, depression, and greater than 30%
improvement in pain were designated as minor
outcomes.

This Cochrane review examined different types
of flexibility exercises (ballistic methods, active or
passive static stretching, proprioceptive neuromuscular
facilitation) on the effectiveness of FM.
Flexibility exercise training for adults with
fibromyalgia (Kim et al., 2019).[1]
What is the aim of this Cochrane review?
The aim of this Cochrane review is to evaluate
the beneficial effects and harms of flexibility exercise
training for adults with FM by reviewing the current
evidence derived from randomized controlled studies.
This review is an updating one of the review published
in 2002.
What was studied in the Cochrane review?
The population studied in the Cochrane review
included adult patients (≥18 years) diagnosed with FM.
Studies with different diagnostic and classification
criteria were included in this review.
They had presented data on interventions using the
Frequency, Intensity, Time, Type, Volume, Pattern and
Progression (FITT-VP) principles of exercise prescription
outlined for healthy individuals (ACSM 2013).
Flexibility exercise group (ballistic methods, active or
passive static stretching, proprioceptive neuromuscular
facilitation) was compared with untreated control
group, land-based aerobic exercise, resistance exercise,
and others including pilates, friction massage, Tai Chi,
medication and aquatic biodanza. Studies evaluated
the effectiveness of flexibility exercises combined with
additional interventions such as educational programs
and studies using cross-over or cluster-randomized
designs were excluded.
The major outcomes of this review were: Healthrelated quality of life (HRQoL), pain intensity, fatigue,
stiffness, physical function, adverse events, and

Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ Total),
Short Form Health Survey Questionnaire (either the
SF-36 total or the SF-12 total) and the EuroQol-5D
(EQ-5D) for Health-related quality of life, Visual
Analogue Scale (VAS), FIQ Pain, McGill pain VAS
and Numerical Pain Rating Scale for pain intensity,
FIQ subscales for fatigue, stiffness, physical
function, different depression scales like Beck
Depression Inventory, Hamilton Depression Scale
for depression, tender point count for tenderness
were used.
Search methodology and up-to-dateness of the
Cochrane review?
The investigators searched the Cochrane Library,
MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL (Cumulative Index
to Nursing and Allied Health Literature), PEDro
(Physiotherapy Evidence Database), Thesis and
Dissertation Abstracts (ProQuest), AMED (Ovid)
(Allied and Complementary Medicine Database), the
World Health Organization International Clinical
Trials Registry Platform (WHO ICTRP) (www.who.
int/ictrp/en/), and ClinicalTrials.gov up to December
2017 unrestricted by language.
What are the main results of the Cochrane review?
This review included 14 full-text publications
(12 primary studies and 2 companion papers),
1 thesis, and 2 trial registry records with a total of
743 participants.
There was one study compared flexibility exercise
versus untreated controls. Exercise was applied
under supervision with a frequency twice a week
and gradually increased to 40 minutes during
12 weeks.[5] Flexibility versus aerobic training was
studied in five studies.[6-10] Exercise frequency ranged
from one to three times a week, duration varied from
8-20 weeks. None of the studies specified the intensity
of the stretching exercises. One study compared
the f lexibility with control which included three
groups as flexibility, resistance and control group.[5]
In three studies flexibility versus resistance exercise
training.[5,11,12] were assessed. It was twice a week,
for 40-60 minutes, for a duration of 12-20 weeks.
Flexibility versus other comparators included four
studies.[13-16] The frequency was two or three times per
week, 60 minutes, for a period of 4 to 12 weeks.
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According to these studies this review reports that:
Flexibility exercise training versus land-based
aerobic exercise training
Health-related quality of life: The analysis showed
no evidence of a clinically important benefits in
HRQoL, pain, intensity, fatigue, stiffness and physical
function for flexibility exercise training compared
with aerobic training post-intervention (n=193;
mean difference (MD) 4.14, 95% confidence interval
(CI) -5.77 to 14.05). Absolute change was 4% worse
(6% better to 14% worse). Relative change in the
flexibility groups compared to the aerobic groups was
7.5% worse (10.5% better to 25.5% worse).
Pain intensity: The meta-analysis showed no
evidence of a clinically important effect on pain with
flexibility exercise training compared with aerobic
exercise training (n=266; MD 4.72, 95% CI -1.39 to
10.83). Absolute change was 5% worse (1% better to
11% worse). Relative change in the flexibility groups
compared to the aerobic groups was 6.7% worse
(2% better to 15.4% worse).
Fatigue: Studies showed no evidence of a clinically
important improvement on fatigue with flexibility
exercise compared to aerobic exercise (n=75; MD
-4.12, 95% CI -13.31 to 5.06). Absolute change was 4%
better (13% better to 5% worse). Relative change in the
flexibility groups was 6.0% better compared to aerobic
groups (19.4% better to 7.4% worse).
Stiffness: Authors found a very low-certainty
evidence that flexibility exercises effect on stiffness.
Absolute change was 30% better (8% better to 51%
better). Relative change in the flexibility group
compared to the aerobic group was 39% better
(10% better to 68% better).
Physical function: The results showed no important
difference between flexibility and aerobic groups.
Absolute change was 6% worse (4% better to 16%
worse). Relative change in the flexibility groups
compared to the aerobic groups was 14% worse (9.1%
better to 37.1% worse).
Adverse events: There was no clear adverse effects
reported for two groups.
All-cause withdrawal: There may be no difference in
the proportion of withdrawals between the flexibility
exercise training and aerobic exercise training groups
(risk ratio (RR) 0.97, 95% CI -0.61 to 1.55).
They found no effect on depression, tenderness and
pain improvement with flexibility exercise.

Depression: Post treatment results of flexibility
exercise showed no difference in depression scores
when compared with aerobic exercise training
(n=94; MD -6.28, 95% CI -19.28 to 6.71).
Tenderness: The meta-analysis presented no
difference in tenderness between flexibility and aerobic
exercise groups (n=253; standardised mean difference
0.20, 95% CI -0.08 to 0.48).
Improvement in pain greater than 30%: No evidence
was found.
Flexibility exercise training versus land-based
aerobic exercise training, long-term effects
No evidence was found related with outcomes
except tenderness (favor for aerobic exercise).
Flexibility exercise training versus untreated
control at the end of the intervention
There were no significant statistically differences
between groups on major outcomes. Also the
authors could not find any data about the minor
outcomes.
Flexibility exercise training versus resistance
training at the end of the intervention
There was no evidence on the effectiveness of
flexibility exercise compared to resistance training
regarding to HRQoL, pain intensity, fatigue and minor
outcomes. Given the very large degree of heterogeneity,
the authors did not perform a meta-analysis for
physical function.
Flexibility exercise training versus other
interventions at the end of the intervention and
long term
In this groups, authors found evidence for the
effectiveness of pilates and aquatic biodanza at the
end of the intervention. About the major outcomes,
flexibility exercise found effective when compared to
friction massage and Thai Chi. Long-term effects of
these groups were not investigated.
How did the authors conclude?
They concluded that there was low- to very
low-certainty evidence for the beneficial effects of
flexibility exercise on outcomes comparing to aerobic
exercise and resistance training.
They were uncertain if flexibility exercise training
was better that other interventions, because of the
variability of the interventions and the limited number
of studies with very few participants.
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What are the implications of the Cochrane
evidence for practice in rehabilitation?
Exercise training is the cornerstone of the treatment
of FM syndrome.[4] The effectiveness of aerobic exercise
programs are reported before, however there is still
lack of sufficient data about flexibility exercise. The
results of this Cochrane review are important as Kim
et al.,[1] evaluated flexibility training effectiveness in
the light of evidence.
Physical activity has been shown to affect pain
pathways in patients with chronic pain. Therefore, it is
important to support exercises and physical activity in
fibromyalgia, which is a chronic pain model.
However, It is difficult to have a final decision
about the effectiveness of f lexibility exercises alone
as the results of studies are unclear, because there
are not enough studies evaluating the effectiveness
of different f lexibility exercises. Majority of the
studies include f lexibility training groups as a
control group or additional to warming, cooling or
aerobic exercise group. Also the exercise programs
are not standard in most of the studies. The
exercise programs are studied mostly for 35-55 aged
Caucasian women. Future studies with, different
age, gender, race/ethnicity, disease severity and
different activity level with large study population
are needed. Future trials including the frequency,
intensity, time, type, volume, and progression of
the f lexibility exercises may change the certainty
of evidence and provide more accurate knowledge
about it. In addition, different approaches such
as support groups, telephone contact, smartphone
applications, family support should be investigated
together with exercises in order to ensure that the
patients who are likely to increase their pain with
physical activity in fibromyalgia.
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